Humanities Didn’t Teach
Me Jack Shit
High and mighty guzzlers! And you, O you and all you precious poxridden–I dedicate my writings to you, not to anyone else–
As you can see by my opening sentence, I’m a fucking
intellectual–a goddamn genius. My rise to power in the Koala was swift
and ruthless.After beating the old editor (know by many as “Fuck you!”)
in a midget tag team wrestling match, I brutally beheaded him in view of
the entire Koala staff and passers by in order to cement my position as
the prince of beer, pussy, and debauchery in its widest form. And now, in
my position of ultimate power, I wish to create a Utopia. No, not your
typical, “let’s all live peacefully in ideological homogeneity” bullshit so
insufferably pushed by every trendy neo-liberal, but a Utopia of depravity, fornication, and excess. For I, unlike the sad majority of pencil pushers, have opened pandora’s box, and seen the greatness within. Want to
know what was inside? Read through my shit, spewed with great effort
across the pages of this fine newspaper, and then, only then, could you
begin to understand what great minds lay inside.
But enough of that, let’s talk about you, the reader. As the academic
year winds down and your virginity is still woefully intact, let us remember that spending your time masturbating whenever you see a virtual
pair of jiggling titties in League of Legends is not constructive.We at The
Koala are ashamed of your unbridled apathy, your social consternation,
and, most importantly, your empty cup. For it is said in the holy
scriptures, “A full cup bringeth a full life” (The Koala, 4:20).
I have heard many excuses as to why someone is not drunk or high
(porque no los dos?). “I have a midterm tomorrow,” and “my liver is failing” are a few of the worst offenders which grind the gears in my mind.
And If you find yourself, sober and alone, ranting in your bed about “UC
Socially Dead,” then I can probably pull out a piece of shit from my asshole that is more interesting and fun to hang out with than you. Even if
you can’t find any friends that want to hang out with you for your cool
attitude, you can always pick up a wine bag and make friends the old
fashion way, one slap at a time. In the end, I leave you with a short poem
for when you are downtrodden, which might allow Bacchus to drench
you in his holy wine:
It is holy to drink, holy to fuck, holy to cuck
Holy to sit, holy to eat, holy to suck
Holy to die from too many drugs
Holy to puke from too many chugs
Holy skip every one of your classes
Just to fuck a few more big juicy asses
So instead of simply falling off a cliff or getting lost at sea
Pick up a fifth of vodka or a 40 oz. and just be free
Stay cool,
Brian Giori
Editor-in-Beef
The Motherfucking Koala
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As I slowly entered the fourth floor of PC, I could hear a round of faint slapping and murmurs coming from inside the
council chambers. I approached the doors and peered inside: what I saw filled me with disgust. Hunched over and huddled
in the far corner was the entirety of the AS council and senators each grasping the erect chode of the (wo)man to their
right, forming a student government circlejerk, if you will. They sat around their balance sheets, where, circled in bold red
sharpie, it read “Print Media Funding: $0.” Suddenly AS President Dom Soupnsalad jumped to his feet and blew a massive
load right onto the documents. Soon after, more of the senators and council members sprung up and came onto the
papers until there were only one remained — Daniel Juarez. He looked sadly down at the now cum-drenched papers and
began to shove them into his freshly stretched mouth hole. After finishing the documents and zamboniing the remaining
cum off the dirty carpet, he stood up and began his tribal cackle: “This publication may have been fund-

ed in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. Therefore, the views expressed in this
publication are solely those of ASUCSD, its President and Senators. Because the publisher of
this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content,
opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication published
and/or distributed by The Koala are fully endorsed by and completely represent the
views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the
University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents.
The publisher of this publication does not bear and assumes no responsibility or
liability for the content of this publication.”

World Famous
Top Five Lists
Top 5 Ways Your Girlfriend is
Like a House
1. She’s a fixer upper
2. You probably overpaid
3. You sneak in the back door late at night
4. Usually a mess
5. You wish you could install tighter plumbing
Top 5 ISIS Pornos
1. Casualties of Whore
2. Suspicious Package 3
3. Roasting Yazhidi Clit
4. Goats Gone Wild
5. Headless Head
Top 5 Movies Taken Over By
Animals
1. Jurassic Park
2. Jaws
3. Snakes On A Plane
4. Straight Outta Compton
5. Finding Nemo
Top 5 Ways Skiing is Like
Eating Out a Horse
1. Only white people do it
2. You really need both hands and some
goggles
3. It’s a pastime in the Northeast
4. It’s a great way to break your collarbone
5. Both involve six inches of white shit on
your face
Top 5 Games to Play With
Your New Drunk Indian
(Feather) Friend
1. Find the smallpox in the blanket pile
2. Trail of Beers: The Board Game
3. Roulette
4. Cricket
5. Monopoly: Of Your Land
Top 5 Ways Your Girlfriend’s
Like a Dumpling
1. Taste better with Sriracha
2. Smells kinda funky but you’ll eat it anyway
3. You need more than 5 to be satisfied
4. You found her sitting in Hi-Thai and said
“what the hell”
5. No matter what you paid, it wasn’t worth it
Top 5 Ways to Be a Pedophile
on a Budget
1. Buy bulk candy on Amazon
2. Try SELLING candy to kids
3. Stock up on candy on Halloween (double
whammy!)
4. Rob a candy store
5. Paint cardboard to look like candy

Top 5 Microagressions Against
Crackers
1. Hating on mayonnaise and other cultural
cuisine
2. Sending them unwanted credit cards in the
mail
3. Not translating the spiciness level on menus
for their vulnerable mouths
4. Affirmative action-ing them out of their
reach schools
5. Using the term “big black dick”
Top 5 Reasons Hiccuping
Makes You Gay
1. Having your mouth open that long, you’re
bound to catch a dick
2. The noise you make is the same noise you
make while having your prostate stimulated
3. It was named for its original cause: cupping
the balls
4. Everyone tries to scare it out of you
5. It was caused by the devil
Top 5 Ways Consent is Like a
Birthday Present
1. You only get it once a year
2. You don’t expect strangers to give it to you
3. Not always great coming from family
4. You might want it but you definitely don’t
NEED it
5. No bitch, you can’t fucking take it back
Top 5 Benefits of Your
Boyfriend Having an Identical
Twin
1. DP is much less weird now
2. You get to fulfill that duplication-ray fantasy
you’ve always had
3. Easy replacement if one dies
4. Standby if he can’t last long enough
5. Either will pass the paternity test
Top 5 Sexy Ice Cream Flavors
1. Rocky Road Head
2. Cookies and Cream Your Pants
3. Double Chocolate Mudslide
4. Banana Split
5. Double Vanilla Double Almond
Top 5 Foods For People With
Speech Impediments
1. Chewios
2. Thoupin’ thalad
3. S-s-s-s-s-s-spinach
4. Peanut butter and TITS!
5. Topato salad
Top 5 Ways to Become
President of the Role Playing
Games Club
1. Maintain an erection for 1d12 rounds
2. Slay the Orcs nesting in the Old Student
Center
3. Pull the sword out of A.S.’s butt
4. Function in reality
5. Show literally any dominance over them

Top 5 Tranny Party Tricks
1. Meatspin
2. Going into the wrong bathroom
3. Cock magic
4. Hardcore sex with only 1 person
5. Two guys go into the club, two girls come
out
Top 5 Downsides of Having an
Armenian Baby
1. You have to shave it when it’s born so it
doesn’t get sent to the zoo
2. They’ll look up to the Kardashians
3. Everyone says “cute dog” when you walk
with it around town
4. Your grandchildren will be half goat
5. You’ll have to to give it up as a sacrifice to
the Turks
Top 5 D1 Sports We Would
Actually Be Good At
1. Complaining
2. LoL, wait I mean Dota
3. Petition making
4. Competitive abstinence
5. How many iClickers can you shove up your
ass
Top 5 Reasons to Date
Younger Girls
1. They don’t know consent laws
2. Their panties are more likely to fit me
3. Easier to train
4. Stable allowance income
5. Not old enough to get pregnant
Top 5 Reasons to Date Older
Women
1. Medicine cabinet is always full
2. Free wheelchair rides
3. It’s not rape if she doesn’t know you’re
there
4. She can buy you alcohol
5. Her daughter is probably your age
Top 5 Reasons to Suck Your
Dad Off
1. It’s important to remember where you
come from
2. It still tastes like mom
3. You’re tired of blowing Granddad
4. Because he raised you, you ungrateful piece
of shit
5. It brings you back to your childhood
Top 1 Slogan of the New
Moderate Civil Rights
Movement
1. Black lives matter but don’t date my
daughter

Think your candy ass can do
any better?
Come and tell us how much we hurt
your feelings us at Home Plate
on Fridays at 4:20!

Asian Drop: The Great Leap Backward
“Hello, and good morning San Diego.
My name is Martha Stromwell
reporting live at UCSD’s annual Asian
Drop!” Martha is standing at the
bottom of Tioga Hall. Behind her in a
large circle stands thousands of UCSD
students anxiously talking and teasing
each other. Excitement filled the air. “As
you all know, this is the 30th annual
ASIAN DROP!” Hearing these words, the
students all start shouting at the top of
their lungs. Martha looks at the camera
again, smiling jubilantly: “As you all know
this is the thirtieth anniversary of 辛 弃疾,
who killed himself by jumping off Tioga
hall because even though he always
dreamed of becoming a world renowned
poet, his tiger parents forced him to be
a diehard pre-med. And dying hard is
exactly what he did!” Martha giggles
with pleasure, then sighs. 2000 UCSD
students giggle, then sigh. “And, just like
thirty years ago, the students have
gathered today to watch this Asian guy
end his own life by dive-bombing face
first resulting
in a bloody
explosion.” The
students shout
“bloody
explosion!”
Ambrose
White stands
beside
Martha.
Ambrose is
a tall, burly
blonde man
with frosted
tips; he takes
the microphone: “And
really if you
think about it,
this Asian kid
who is about
to kill himself
is a real success story. Like every previous
class here at UCSD, for this year’s annual
Asian drop there was a waitlist of sixty
eight Asian students who all wanted to
kill themselves on this beautiful day. But
now in May 2016, this student is able to
die gloriously, forever making his mark at
UCSD.”
Martha, taking the microphone from
Ambrose, smiled and said “But just as
iconic as the Asian kid jumping to his
explosive death because of his tiger
parents, is Chancellor Khosla’s annual
gang rape! As tradition has it, once all
five Pikes blow their load into Khosla’s
loose, gaping asshole, that Asian kid is
allowed to jump off the building. It’s
always a blast waiting for the fifth Pike
to blow his load into the chancellor. But,
more importantly, it’s really pleasing to
know that rather than the administration
fucking the students LIKE ALWAYS, the
students finally get to fuck the
administration right back!”
Ambrose smiles, taking the mic “gaping
indeed Martha! Gaping indeeeed.”
Martha and Ambrose chuckle together.
“And as you know, Khosla’s asshole does
look much better maintained since last

year.“
“WAIT WHAT IS THIS” Ambrose yells
over the sound of 2000 UCSD students
roaring with applause. “IT LOOKS AS
THOUGH ONE OF THE PIKES HAS
BLOWN HIS LOAD RIGHT ON KOHSLA’S
FACE ALREADY. ONE OF THE GREATEST
CUMSHOTS IN UCSD HISTORY.”

(Number of Pikes that have blown their
load in his lagoon-of-an-asshole)
The camera pans out as it goes upward
to the top of Pines where the 4
remaining Pikes are furiously fucking
Khosla in various ways. The Pikes are all
wildly sweating, as they use all of their
strength to fuck Khosla as hard and as
fast as they can muster. And right on cue,
Chip, San Diego’s finest parachutist and
news anchor jumps out of an airplane

and soars directly to the top of Tioga Hall,
where 王晨, is pacing back and forth,
anxious to jump off the building to his
death. With a camera right in front of
Chip and 王晨, the camera feed becomes
live at Chip’s end. “Hi everybody this is
Chip! I’m here to interview this kid’s
parents today. Hello guys!”
王晨’s parents are standing behind
him, smiling. His father takes the
microphone and says in perfect English:
“We are very very proud of our son. By
doing what he is about to do, he is
honoring his immediate family, along with
all his ancestors. He brings great honor
to his family and we are proud.” ... “I’m
just hoping I can give him the final push
off this building, Chip!”
Chip: “Ahhhh. It really is an honor to
be standing here just minutes away from
your son’s death. What does your wife
feel about this?”
“AND LOOK WHAT WE HAVE HERE
ANOTHER PIKE HAS BLOWN HIS LOAD
ON THE CHANCELLOR”.

Too anxious to wait any longer, the
students begin chanting “HIGHER
TUITION. LARGER CLASS SIZES. LESS
PARKING. MORE TRIPLES. CORPORATIZATION OF UCSD.” over and over again.
“HERE YOU HAVE IT FOLKS, THIS
ALWAYS GETS THAT OLD FUCK TO CUM
QUICKLY.” Martha yells. The voices in
Muir get louder and louder, creating an
almost panicked mood.
Ambrose takes the microphone and
says “IT’S THE COVETED PIKE CIRCLE. ALL
THREE PIKES ARE FUCKING KHOLSA’S
ASSHOLE AT ONE TIME. LOOK AT THEM
GOOO!”
“HIGHER TUITION. LARGER CLASS
SIZES. LESS PARKING. MORE TRIPLES.
CORPORATIZATION OF UCSD” the
raucous crowd continued to chant.
And suddenly, as if the planets had
aligned, each of the three remaining
Pikes froze, muscles flexed, eyes closed,
and mouths agape. The crowd gasped
and watched in awe as the Pikes came
in perfect unison into the large mouth
of Chancellor
Pradeep K. Khosla
big, creepy mustache.
And just like
that 王晨, full of

pleasure stands
up to the edge
of Tioga, ready
for his victorious death. Moments before 王
晨 jumped, Chip
asked “do you
plan on doing any
aerial flips in mid air. Are you going to
try and please the crowd?” But it was too
late. That poor Asian kid’s parents took
out an already bloodied Organic Chemistry, Structure and Function, 6th Edition
textbook and with one final blow, hit 王晨
on the back of the head, causing him to
spiral down in mid air to his spectacular
death. On impact the silence broke into a
deafening roar. Martha and Ambrose said
nothing and began had began having
raunchy sex, unable to contain them at
the sight of the bloody gore.
Mind you, if you were there on this day,
you would have understood how
beautiful this death was. A student,
freed of the tyranny of his tiger parents.
Freed of living someone else’s life. In
death he could finally be his own. He was
liberated. The radius measured to be a
stunning 22.7 meters. His proud parents,
years later, would have two more children who were also lucky enough to kill
themselves in the annual ASIAN DROP.
As far as the rest of the story. It’s
humdrum: the students continued to live
their lives, always pleased to see the ritual
suicide of one of their fellow students.

Consent Is Sexy
My name is Alex, and I’m an addict.
I wake up in the morning and my alarm
goes off. “SNOOZE?” It’s not even a question; I press “YES” and my day begins with
a bang. I have to run to the bathroom
before I make a mess of my bed.
It all started with the rise of rape culture. It is real and it is detrimental! The
internet and media were all over how
harmful rape is. Don’t get me wrong,
the message is excellent, but in my quest
to join the crusade, the draw of consent
can have had unforetold side effects. Ask
consent! Yes means yes! Consent is sexy!
These days I can’t even go near a college
campus for fear of busting my load at a

Trojan consent poster. God, if only they
knew what consent has done to me.
I walk down the street, hoodie on and
hiding my shame. I feel like every mother
and daughter walking by me can sense
my secret. Long gone are the days where
I can live a normal life, replaced by only

stained towels and deplorable tears.
A trip to the grocery store has become
an ordeal. I slink through each aisle, both
ashamed but deeply excited as I enter
the checkout line. “Debit or credit?”, the
cashier asks. “....Credit”, I answer slowly,
salivating at what I know lies ahead. The
black X appears on the screen, I pick up
the pen and can barely contain myself: as
I write each letter of my name, the violent

orgasm begins building inside me. I sign
and click “OK”…..a moan escapes my lips
as the cashier makes a disgusted face. I
don’t care. I’ve already cum twice.
It started in the bedroom. I was overzealous about asking women for consent;
it evolved from asking once, to twice, to
every two minutes plus one extra whenever we switched positions. And each
time she confirmed, it only turned me on
more. Soon it spread outside my house

walls — I’d find myself excited whenever a
beautiful woman said I could take the seat
next to her on the bus. My dick was now
responding, like Pavlov’s dog in heat, and
each time a stranger provided me with

any type of permission, I had no control over my rock-hard reaction. Yes was
quickly becoming a four-letter word.
I’ve been banned from most roller
rinks, indoor skydiving arenas, and Costco
membership counters after masturbating
furiously over their consent forms. I’ve was
fired after my boss found me in security
room, hunched over closed-circuit video of
new employees signing their NDA’s. I can’t
even read about a college campus these
days without fantasizing about the consent
that must occur.
I only pray that one day I will be free,
but for now I am trapped in the safe circle
of consent.

How I Landed the Job at Google
It’s Spring quarter, you went to the Fall
Job Fair, the Winter Job Fair, and DECaF.
You’ve been applying online for months,
your mom said she would speak to her
friend at Amazon, but nothing has panned
out. You’re tired of studying for interviews
and you just want to be making that
six figure salary. You’re shit outta luck,
what can you do? Simple. Do what I did:
become a transsexual.
You’re probably thinking
“brilliant”, “revolutionary”, “legendary”,
“genius”. Let me tell
you, those are all perfectly fine thoughts. As a
cis-White-straight-male
in Computer Science
I’m unremarkable. My
outstanding coursework, personal projects,
flourishing social network, and dashing good
looks have gotten me
nowhere. Hours upon
hours spent hungover,
slaving away at the keyboard, trying to get
a damn job left me nowhere.
My parents told me that the job market
for Computer Science majors was outstanding. I’d have no trouble getting a
job, especially because I’m so wonderful,
handsome and smart. What my parents
didn’t tell me was that for once in my life
my giant dick was doing me a disservice.
One fateful day in March I started

thinking: What’s unique about a normal
person? Why would anyone want to hire a
normal person? How are diversity quotas
going to get filled by hiring a normal
person? Having this earth-shattering
realization I decided to become the most
abhorrently abnormal creature I could
muster. I erected a plan, a plan to chop
my dick off and land my dream job.

Since becoming a transsexual I’ve
realized that the grass has indeed been
greener on the other side, so green I
didn’t even know this type of green
existed outside my fat wallet. You already
know whoever has the most cards to play
wins, so I set out to attain as many as
possible. I decided I did not like society’s
idea of a woman, eliminating my need to
take hormones, remove my shlong, or get

The Motherfucking Koala’s
Hate Word of the Month:
Beanerschnitzel
This is one of those words for which an opportunity for
good usage is almost as rare as a black student at UCSD, and if
you miss the chance to use it you’ll be crying on your deathbed.
I’d think that half-Mexican, half-Germans would be more
common considering how
many Nazis immigrated
to South America, but
I guess they didn’t like
having mixed children
or something. But take it
from me, the next time
one of them wants to join
your study group or
whatever, yell at the top
of your lungs “Waiter, I don’t
remember ordering a fat fucking
beanerschnitzel!”. It’s an experience you won’t forget (and neither
will they).
Be careful and make sure you
have a good eye for nationalities,
though, because a misapplication of beanerschnitzel is a major
faux pas in the professional hatespewing community. Like the classic
insults “accident”, “landwhale“ and
“cock-juggler”, beanerschnitzel
derives its power from its accuracy.

Happy hating!

that boob job you have always wanted.
I didn’t even have to shave my beard – I
just became a weirder fuckin’ tranny – a
Lesbian, gender-identity-defying, no-opMale-to-Female.
You’ve heard the stories of Google
taking a long time to get back to you, their
interview process taking months. Well,
not for me, not for the tranny. Tranny me
applied to Google with my
tranny cover letter and
got my tranny reply back
within 3 hours. Not only
that, after talking to me
on my tranny phone for
5 minutes I was invited to
Google’s campus for an
interview. Immediately, I
interviewed with the lead
Diversity Manager, and a
single engineer who was
straighter tranny than me.
I knew I would be among
my peers working at
Google.
Promised my own
non-offensive, non-threatening, padded and safe space in the office I was in
heaven. My own tranny bathroom, and
exclusive tranny perks like free weekly
anal bleaching and taint waxing! Even
better, I was offered over six figures: one
for each new mental disorder I developed.
Who knew that being so disadvantaged
came with so many perks?

Party Reviews
1
2
3
4
5

The Great Koala Challenge
Recently, us Koala fellows wanted to decide
who among our ranks was the most functional
alcoholic-stoner-glutton. We wanted to find
those who could stand with the likes of
Whitney Houston and her grounded daughter.
To find such a mystical creature the Great
Koala Challenge was born; competitors in
teams of three must finish a handle of mystical
Koala Juice, thirty beers, an eighth ounce of
cheeba cheeba, three California burritos, and
a one thousand piece puzzle before any of the
other teams. The three champions who rise
out of the smoke and vomit are victoriously
crowned brain-dead.
The first team, Team Shit, was built upon the
liver of supreme editor Gabraham Lincoln,
TheWhitestKidYouKnow, and Big-D-Lil-Liver
(really just Big D). Team Hentai Pocket Pussies
(+1/2, reppin’ the school) was composed
of the glorious Michael J. Cocks, SLAY, and
Korean Fetish Meat. Finally, the group of gods,
champions, men, women, humble servants,
kings, but not fat chix, was team Bloody Holes.
Team Bloody Holes was comprised on the
stepping stones of former editor Mr. Rodgers,
General Lee, and I, Mark Fukerberg (+1, fucking
awesome teams). Together we competed for
our sanity.
The day started out with Team Shit taking an
early lead, as TheWhitestKidYouKnow turned
out to have TheBlackestLungsYouKnow. He
finished the entire eight of green medicine
within half an hour as he puffed three joints
at a time like an italian mob rapist. Fortunately
for Team Bloody Holes and Team Hentai
Pocket Pussies, Gabraham Lincoln and
TheWhitestKidYouKnow decided to force
vodka down the throat Big D. Needless to
say, Big D was as incapable of handling this
velocity of liquor down his deep throat, as
the fat white bitch in your second grade class
was at taking her dad’s dick late at night. As he
began uncontrollably projectile vomiting (+1,
taking advantage of the struggles of the less
blessed to further yourself in life), Team Shit
was sentenced to repetitive twenty minute
penalties. This granted Team Bloody Holes and
Team Hentai Pocket Pussies an opportunity to
break far into a lead.
SLAY attempted to drive his team
forward by quickly burning through the
eighth. However, SLAY does not have
TheBlackestLungsYouKnow, in fact, he has the
lungs of small rich suburban White girl. So it
came as no surprise, that after he smoked the
eighth through a bong, he began hallucinating
and convulsing on the steps of the stairs as he
was more baked than 6 million Jews combined.
Now, this challenge does involve eating a
california burrito, which contains carne asada.
A little known paradoxical fact is that SLAY is

Chalk
Chalk
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Chalk

Stick: About as exciting as hopscotch
Sticks: One for each person at the party
Sticks: Enough for the clown to juggle
Sticks: D.V.D.A.
Sticks: MAKE YOUR PARTY GREAT AGAIN!

in fact a vegetarian.Team Hentai Pocket Pussies
was not going to take a loss because of SLAY’s
silly beliefs, and they began spoon feeding him
the burrito (+1 laughing at him while he shit
his mouth).
As SLAY began to slowly mutilate the inner
workings of his digestive system, we the slow
and steady Bloody Holes began consuming our
substances through a very particulate regiment.
Bowl after bowl and cup after cup, we trashed
our bodies like German Olympic wo-MEN.
Eventually though, we reached our climax and
defeated the brain damaging portions of the
challenge. Unfortunately, the other two teams
also finished at times somewhat similar to
ours, although I no longer remember the exact
order in which the groups finished.
As we entered the stretch end of the
race it was time to switch from breaking down
our brain cells to building them up: we had to
piece together a one-motherfucking-thousand
piece puzzle. But before I began helping I had
to quickly go finish my computer science
project that I had forgotten about. As I rolled
around on my laptop attempting to figure how
to unlock my lockscreen, I began questioning
my existence, I’m Mark fucking Fukerberg, how
can I not even unlock a goddamn computer, it
should be easier than the first time I opened
my asian bitch’s legs, I am rich and white
after all (+1, white privilege). After this point
I decided to call it quits and returned to
the puzzle. In the next hour, all three teams
worked tirelessly connecting piece after piece
after piece. Unfortunately that was literally all
we connected; three pieces. Because who the
fuck can actually put together a one thousand
piece puzzle crossed as fuck (-1/2, finishing like
an old man’s dick, wilting at the end).
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MLK Weekend
All of my roommates decided to leave and
go home for the weekend leaving my brown
hairy ass home alone. Unfortunately, being
the socially inept and awkward engineer I am
I have no friends (+1 no friends). Now I know
what you are thinking aren’t your roommates
your friends? Unfortunately not, we are only
acquaintances. Because I have no friends, I
had nothing to do the entire weekend. So I
decided to polish off the remaining Jack that
my roommate had, and sit alone in my room.
Five shots in, my dick poked it head outside.
Being all alone in the room, the natural thing
for me to do was get completely naked (+2
nudity). Feeling pretty bummed out, I decided
to play some music to liven the mood of the
one person party. Logged onto Pandora and
opened that Green Day radio (-1.5 who the
fuck uses internet radio). Because of my current
inebriated state I began to jump up and down.
Take a second and picture my average brown

dick flopping up and down. Finished imagining
it, good, grab a fresh pair of underwear and
continue reading.
After about 30 minutes of jumping up and
down and practicing my helicopter dick (+0.5
helicpoter dick always impressive) I started to
wonder what exactly doctors look at when
they grab your junk. Every guy knows that the
awkward part of a doctor visit is when the
doctor grabs your junk and tells you to cough.
So I grabbed my brown Khoslas and started
coughing. The night keeps getting better. After
about 10 minutes of coughing and gently rolling
my balls around I get like 25% hard. So I was
like fuck it might as well pull up PornHub. Since
it was MLK weekend I decided to watch some
interracial (+2 socially conscious wanking).
And now came to the two paths that dear
Robert Frost so eloquently wrote about. I
could either watch a Black dude and White
chick or a White dude and a Black chick. I
decided that watching a Black dude and White
chick would just bum me out because I know
I would never be able to match that Black
Dick (-1 inadequacy). So I put some interracial
POV because I like to pretend that the dick
on the screen is mine. After 2 mins I creamed
my pants. Then I took a piss and made the
obligatory “any girl wanna fuck” post on YikYak
(-1 YikYak is gay as fuck). Talked with a couple
of guys on the thread and called it a night.
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Sun God 2016: Shitty, Bad,
Dull, Unacceptable
It was finally here, the day where UCSD lets
it freak flag fly high.The entire week I had been
looking forward to the event. I couldn’t wait
for it to be acceptable to have a 0.21 BAC at 3
in the afternoon. I started the day by polishing
off 5 Coors. I caught a decent buzz and
decided to head over to a friend’s place. Once
I reached the house I realized that I needed
to assert my dominance. With my impressive
throat skills, I easily out drank everyone there.
With some newfound confidence, I swaggered
over to some hot girls. I was really drunk and
cultivated years of Triton Eye so I’m not too
positive they were actually good looking (+1
UCSD 7’s). I got rejected hard. Still confident
from out-throating the other guys, I decided
to hit on some less quality, Japanese vagina
Somehow, she didn’t appreciate my Hiroshima
puns and I left the party. Alone and drunk, I
decided to head over to the RIMAC field.
Entered the line` at about 4:30, got felt up by
a big Black woman at about 5:00, got onto the
field at 5:15, heard Miguel and left at 5:18 (-1
what a shitty afternoon).
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Koala Personals

Submit yours now at thekoala.org!

From: A Mexicunt
Fuck you UCSD and your stupid asian
liberals. All I did was chalk my support for
Trump with my abuelo and three
hermanos to try and get the illegals
outta the land I came to legally. But
some dumbass chinese liberal just HAS
to “see” us and immediately think ‘look
at these five white racist fucks
supporting hitler’s prodigious descended
hairy left testicle’. I will not tolerate this
racist campus atmosphere anymore.
We should now make China pay because
these FOBs are rich as fuck.
From: Zeger
I would like to write a few words regarding
smoking on campus. Whether it’s the good
green bud or the inferior smelly carcinogen,
whether it is the backside of Geisel or the
woods-y area in front of PC, smokers are
constantly toking on our campus; they are
doing so more frequently and in less
appropriate areas than what was prevalent
before the 2013-2014 school year. They’re

fucking over non-smokers by forcing their
second-hand smoke into their sacred, virgin
lungs. Likewise, they are also fucking over
well-mannered smokers such as myself by being
little shits that cannot walk 25+ feet away from
an entrance.
I propose that UCSD cancels the useless
smoke-free campus policy. It is not preventing
anyone from smoking, and it’s further hurting
the over-sensitive fucks since many smokers
seem to hit a barrier when choosing an appropriate spot to spark up. If UCSD designates
specific, secluded areas for smoking on campus,
everyone will be able to kill themselves slowly
(and no one else!) in peace.
From: I got laid
Guys GUYS guys,
I fucking got it in.
Let’s just say it took long enough.
I’m so goddamn stoked.
I hope ya’ll print this and show the
general populous of UCSD that I get
more action than they do.
From: pro-koala bitch
yo- fuck alla yall for making me laugh so hard
on a quarterly basis. I wish you could make a
koala picture board and put it on library walk
in place of genocide posters. my day would be
more enjoyable. keep on keepin on
From: Cocktopia
Welcome to Cocktopia! A utopia for
cock lovers.
Here is what we stand for:
1) Are you emphatically into cock, or love
cock?
2) Do YOU have a cock?

3) Maybe you like getting naked in
legoland and wave your cock around.
4) Meet others JUST LIKE YOU who are
just as much into cock.
Here’s the deal: when the world goes to
shit and society ends, everyone’s going to
be running around with their heads cut
off murdering each other!
But wait! If you buy your own personal
room in Cocktopia, you’ll be saved when
the U.S. goes up in a ball of flames (literally!). It’s a maximum security fortress
under San Francisco (where people with
cocks REALLY love cocks) and the bunker is in the shape--- of a cock.
*must love cock to apply*
*must be 18 years or older to buy a
room*
From: ???
I love you guys. Keep being irreverent!
From: Lewis Louis Lois!
Y’all remember Martin Luther King
Junior? Remember when he was like “yo
guys I gotta dream” and we were all like
“who this guy” and he was like “lol. Black
people got rights now” and we were like
“ohhhh shit yeah they do!” Then the
government was like “lol nahhhh fuck
that” and like blew his head off and I was
like “yo thats eff ’d up man wtf man” and
my friends were like “yooooo wtf.” Man.
Lol.
Word.

